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Michael Atkin (to Everyone): 11:32 AM: Tommy D - needs support on how to navigate FIBO
11:33 AM: TD - has resources for evaluating market indices and will assemble content for onward review
11:35 AM: TD - has some previous experience in mapping data vendors into data models (constituents and pricing)
David Saul (to Everyone): 11:36 AM: What technology is used to represent the data model?
Michael Atkin (to Everyone): 11:36 AM: Index providers - maintaining the index (weights and prices) is difficult.  Must consider all corporate actions and EOD pricing differences
David Saul (to Everyone): 11:37 AM: Can the FIBO comparison be automated?
Michael Atkin (to Everyone): 11:37 AM: Portfolio, basket and index are all very similar - need common language first (mapping) - then map to reference model (FIBO) and it must be flexible enought to address all nuances -- must manage entities moving in/out of index
11:38 AM: Model --> map --> update --> validate/analytics on performance are the components needed to maintain the index
11:39 AM: EK - some of this is already in FIBO (basket, equity) 
11:40 AM: TD model is in SQL views (built and ran in production) - unclear on how to translate into OWL
11:40 AM: TD model includes definitions and tables.  Can FIBO reverse engineer this?
11:41 AM: PR - can transpose DDL into XMI into RDF 
11:42 AM: TD - needs a tour of FIBO indices to help align thinking on how to support the capture of knowledge
11:50 AM: EK - tour of FIBO (starting with equity instruments) - much content is inherited from common concepts about financial instruments 
11:53 AM: TD - How to model an equity to place of trade to price would be important
11:54 AM: EK - content needed spans release and development
11:57 AM: TD - to model "index" - need prices for every constituent to model the value of the index 
11:59 AM: Constituent = price on the day and the weight of instrument for the specific index 
12:01 PM: EK - the basics already exist within FIBO (basket, price structure, constituent, dated structured collection)
:02 PM: DG - is the concept of basket broad enough to address both market index and CPI? 
12:05 PM: EK - the concept of weight needs to be elevated in the ontology and need to capture rules for how things are weighted vs percentage of weighting 
12:05 PM: JB - weight must include both "rules" and "measurement"
12:06 PM: MA - weight in FIBO is currently only "percentage" and needs to include "rule"
12:07 PM: DG - if index is expanded beyond financial, then needs all concepts of weighting, rules, measurements
12:08 PM: PR - start with the concept of general "rules" and then expand as appropriate
12:13 PM: PR - Adaptive SMV is class view of FIBO (credit index reference constituence) which has a range of percentage value, currency, credit event and basket
12:14 PM: Sub-classes of basket constituent = fiexed basket constituent, basket of indices, securities basket, credit
12:17 PM: Question - is there a difference between "equities basket index" and "equities basket"
12:19 PM: PR - questioning the super class construct (looks wrong in FIBO)
12:20 PM: EK - the pointer needs to be a constituent, not a super class
Pete Rivett (to Everyone): 12:20 PM: equities basket constituent should not be a subclass of equity instrument
Jeff Braswell (to Everyone): 12:24 PM: The problem with representing weights as percentages is that it implies that the index itself is normalized to "100", whereas that is hardly ever the case
Michael Atkin (to Everyone): 12:25 PM: How to scope indices (issuer, pricing, constituents) - 
Ashwinikumar Maslekar (to Everyone): 12:27 PM: Markit SOLA is one of the key index/ baskets/ benchmark data provider. Not sure they are member of EDM Council. Can we invite them?
12:28 PM: TD - has anyone mapped real data into indices (PR has done MIC and LEI/GLEIF) - to compare against previous experience in modeling. 
Elisa Kendall (to Everyone): 12:28 PM: Yes of course, I think Mike was reaching out to them, but if you have a good contact it would be great to invite someone personally
Ashwinikumar Maslekar (to Everyone): 12:29 PM: ok. will try
Jeff Braswell (to Everyone): 12:29 PM: swaps
Dean Allemang (to Everyone): 12:29 PM: Hey MA - would it be sensible at this point to offer some "tree shkaing" to Tommy? 
12:30 PM: MP is playing with that in his domain. 
12:31 PM: I figured that out :) 
Michael Atkin (to Everyone): 12:31 PM: DS - State Street has modeled real data to FIBO using interest rate swaps and fund reporting.  This has been published in a Cutter document.  (MA to find the link on EDMC site).  
12:31 PM: tom.dalglish@aegisdm.com
Michael Atkin (to Dean Allemang): 12:33 PM: YES - tree shaking would be perfect for market indices
Michael Atkin (to Everyone): 12:34 PM: EK - next week (Tommy to present components of the existing model) for consideration 

